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ABSTRACT

Oxygen induced reactions have been studied with Tp""n»'n? bias as well as with central
triggers. A recent comparison of pion production for 197Au + Au with s s5t + Ait central
collisions has shown a possible A3 '3 dependance for the projectile and an A1*3 dependance
with the target nucleon number. We find for central 16O + Au collisions that the pion yield
does similarly scale. The K/ir ratio for central 16O + Au reactions is .16 ± .01, very similar
to the central K/r ratio for the 29Si + Au reaction.

1. Minimum Bias data

Heavy-ion collisions at the AGS have been performed with the E802 single arm spectrom-
eter for oxygen and silicon induced reactions using i7Al, MC7«, and 197Au targets. We have
analyzed the full oxygen data set and have made comparisons to the silicon data. Figure 1
shows the oxygen minimum bias data in comparison to the silicon data. The oxygen data
are triggered with an INT trigger (a beam nucleus loses at least 1.3 units of charge). The
34 and 44 degree minimum bias data are supplemented by SPEC triggered data (a trigger
denned as having at least one particle in the spectrometer).

2. Centra! Data
We have used a Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZCAL) to make a central cut in the oxygen

data. Our central cut is defined when there is less than 10 GeV deposited in the ZCAL. This
corresponds to less than one nucleon in this forward calorimeter and is approximately 10
percent of the total inelastic cross section as determined using a Glauber model as formulated
in the FRITIOF code. This cut also corresponds to the central cut used in the silicon data for
comparison. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the central oxygen data with the xeanalysedl
silicon data.1 A kaon to pion ratio at mid-rapidity of K*/JT+ = .16±.01 for central lsQ~hAu
was found and is very similar to the ratio .168± .01 found in the recent analysis of the silken
data.

Recent analysis has shown that pion production is proportional to the number of partic-
ipants.1 It may be empirically fitted according to a simple geometric principle2 namely, as
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, c? usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Fig. 1: The preliminary oxygea minimum bias data (top) compared with the silicon minimum bias data.1

proportional to A^Hj • A}l?g. We have found that the pions produced in central 16O + Au
collisions scale as (16/28)2'3 compared to the central ™Si+Au data. This result is consistent
with the comparison of pions in central 2SSi+Au reactions with central 197Au+Au reactions.
The yield of K+ from the central 16O + Au reaction is also similar in magnitude to the scaled
yield for K+ for central ^Si + Au collisions.

4. Conclusion
The full leO+A data have been analyzed and the preliminary data set has good statistics

for protons and pions. These data will allow a good investigation of particle production
for different impact parameter ranges, to be compared with the silicon and gold induced
reactions. Statistics for K+ are poorer, but should be sufficient to do two or possibly three
impact parameter cuts fcr comparison with the silicon data.

The central ™O+Au data have been compared with the scaled (16/28)3/3 central ^Si+Au
data. The pions do scale with the empirical relation A^lj • A\{rg and are consistent with the
comparison of central ^Si + Au to the central iafTAu + Au collisions. The yield for K+ is
also similar in magnitude in dn/dy to the scaled yield for central 28Si + Au collisions.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of Central (ZCAL < 10 GeV) 16O + .A data with the central 2aSi + Au data (upper 7%
TMA)
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